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In the previous paper[arXiv:1911.02189], localization and delocalization phenomena in the poly-
chromatically perturbed Anderson map (AM) were elucidated mainly from the viewpoint of
localization-delocalization transition (LDT) on the increasing of the perturbation strength ǫ. In this
paper, we mainly investigate the disorder strength W−dependence of the phenomena in the AM
with a characetristic disorder strength W ∗. In the completely localized region the W−dependence
and ǫ−dependence of the localization length show characteristic behavior similar to those reported
in monochromatically perturbed case [PRE 97,012210(2018)]. Furthermore, the obtained results
show that even for the increase of the W , the critical phenomena and critical exponent are found
to be similar to those in the LDT caused by the increase of ǫ. We also investigate the diffusive
properties of the delocalized states induced by the parameters.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt,71.23.An,72.20.Ee
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, localization of wave packet in quantum
map systems has been extensively studied experimentally
[1, 2] and theoretically [3–6]. Experimentally, Chabe et
al. observed the critical phenomena of the localization-
delocalization transition (LDT) for cold atoms in an opti-
cal lattice, which corresponds to perturbed standard map
(SM). The results are interpreted based on the equiv-
alence to Anderson transition in the three-dimensional
disordered tight-binding system [7, 8].
We have proposed Anderson map (AM) that becomes
the one-dimensional Anderson model in a certain limit,
and investigated the parameter dependence of the LDT
in the AM with the time-quasiperiodic perturbation com-
posed of M−color modes [9, 10]. Let us define W as
the disorder strength and ǫ as the perturbation strength,
respectively. The characteristic ǫ−dependence and the
W−dependence for the LDT in the perturbed AM were
clarified in comparison with the SM under the same per-
turbation. A schematic representation of the resulting
phase diagram for the LDT of the dichromatically per-
turbed AM (M = 2) is shown in Fig.1. The critical curve
ǫc(W ) is shown as the log ǫ on the vertical axis and the
logW on the horizontal axis.
In the previous paper [9, 10], we investigated the LDT
with increasing the perturbation strength ǫ along the
line L1 or line L4 in the Fig.1, and obtained the pa-
rameter dependence of the critical exponent of the local-
ization length and critical strength ǫc by using finite-
time scaling analysis of the LDT. Roughly speaking,
the W−dependence of the critical curve ǫc(W ) greatly
changes aroundW ≃W ∗. Table I summarizes the differ-
ence between the time-evolution of the initially localized
wave packet in W < W ∗ and W > W ∗ when ǫ changes
along L1 and L4 passing the LDT points ǫ = ǫc.
The purpose of this paper is to give some new results
FIG. 1: (Color online) The illustrating of the critical curve
ǫc(W ) in the phase plane (log ǫ, logW ) for the dicchromat-
ically perturbed AM (M = 2), where W = W ∗ is shown
by dotted black line. Yellow region represents the critical re-
gion of LDT, gray represents the region where the localization
length obey W−2 law, and light blue represents the local-
ized region deviated from the law. Some typical paths from
the localized state to the delocalized state via the LDT due
to parameter changes are represented by Ln(n = 1, 2, 3, 4).
Pn(n = 1, 2, 3, 4) represents the transition points in each case,
and P0 indicates the intersection with W
∗ when W is in-
creased along L3. If the vertical axis is replaced to ǫ(M − 1),
the similar phase diagram holds for the polychromatically per-
turbed cases (M > 2) [9].
and data complementary to the previous paper that have
not been clearly shown yet for the localization and/or
delocalization phenomena in the polychromatically per-
turbed AM (M ≥ 2).
The first is the localization characteristics in the region
where ǫ is small (ǫ < ǫc) and W is also small. In the pa-
2ǫ < ǫc Ballistic → (Diffusive ) → Localization
W < W ∗ ǫ = ǫc Ballistic → (Diffusive ) →Subdiffusion
(L1) ǫ > ǫc Ballistic → (Diffusive ) → Diffusion
ǫ < ǫc (Ballistic) → Diffusive → Localization
W > W ∗ ǫ = ǫc (Ballistic) → Diffusive → Subdiffusion
(L4) ǫ > ǫc (Ballistic) → Diffusive → Diffusion
TABLE I: The image of time-evolution of the spread for the initially localized wave packet in the order of the arrows. The
transition from localization to diffusion is shown divided into two regions, W < W ∗ and W > W ∗, corresponding the Fig.6 and
Fig.9, respectively. (...) represents the behavior observed in the very short time domain.
per [II], we have already investigated theW−dependence
of the localization length (LL) of a monochromatically
perturbed AM. As a result, the characteristics changes
around W ≃W ∗. In this paper, we investigated changes
in the LL depending on W and ǫ in the fully localized
region (corresponding to the gray region in Fig.1). For
both regions, W < W ∗ and W > W ∗, the LL shows an
exponential increase with respect to ǫ, but has the param-
eter dependence two kinds of behavior depending on the
region of the W , similar to the result already reported in
Ref.[11]. WhenW < W ∗, the LL shows theW−2−decay,
but for the region ofW > W ∗, it can be seen that the LL
increases as the disorder strengthW increases, regardless
of the number of the modes M(≥ 2).
Second, in this paper, we show characteristic behav-
ior of this system regarding LDT when the perturbation
strength ǫ is fixed, and the disorder strength W is var-
ied along the line L2 or line L3. Let the critical disorder
strengthWc. In particular, in the case ofW
∗ < Wc, there
is a change in the localization process (transient region
of time toward the localization) at W = W ∗ before the
LDT occurs at W = Wc, even if LDT finally occurs due
to the increase of W .
Finally, we show the diffusive property of the delocal-
ized states for ǫ > ǫc and/or W > Wc by using the diffu-
sion coefficient D. The diffusion coefficient D behaves as
D ∝W−2 for W < W ∗, and it makes minimum diffusion
coefficient around W ≃ W ∗ and it gradually increases
towards a constant value for W >> W ∗ regardless of
M(≥ 2). The W−dependency for the W >> W ∗ region
can be explained by ballistic model without localization
even for the unperturbed case.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next
section, we introduce the perturbed Anderson map with
quasiperiodic modulation and the Maryland transform
[12]. We show the localization property of the system in
the Sect.III. The W−dependence of LDT is shown in the
Sect.IV. In the Sect.V, we show the diffusive property of
the delocalized states.
Also, considering the LDT along the line L1 in Fig.1,
we consider the relationship between the LL in the yel-
low critical region and the LL in the grey region (strong
localization) in appendix A. In addition, we investigated
how polychromatic perturbation affects quantum states
in ballistic model without localization in appendix B.
II. MODELS
The time evolution from mth step to (m + 1)th step
for the wave packet |Ψ > is described by
|Ψ(m+ 1) >= Uˆm|Ψ(m) > . (1)
The one-step time-evolution operator of the following An-
derson map is
Uˆm = e
−if(m)Wv(q)/~e−iT (p)/~, (2)
where T (p) = 2 cos(p/~) = e−d/dq + e+d/dq is the ki-
netic energy term and v(q) =
∑
n δ(q − n)vq|q >< q| is
random on-site potential. Here pˆ and qˆ are momentum
and position operators, respectively. The vn is uniformly
distributed over the range [−1, 1], and W denotes the
disorder strength. It is a quantum map version of the
Anderson model defined on the discretized lattice q ∈ Z
[18]. The quasiperiodic modulation f(t) is given as,
f(t) =

1 + ǫ√
M
M∑
j
cos(ωjt)

 (3)
where M and ǫ are number of the frequency component
and the strength of the perturbation, respectively. Note
that the strength of the perturbation is divided by
√
M
so as to make the total power of the long-time average in-
dependent ofM , i.e. f(t)2 = 1+ǫ2/2, and the frequencies
{ωi}(j = 1, ...,M) are taken as mutually incommensurate
number of O(1).
We can regard the harmonic perturbation as the dy-
namical degrees of freedom. To show this we introduce
the classically canonical action-angle operators (Jˆj =
−i~ ∂j∂jφj , φj) representing the harmonic perturbation as
the linear modes, and we call them the “color modes”
hereafter. We consider the Hamiltonian Haut so as to
include the color modes,
Haut(pˆ, qˆ, {Jˆj}, {φˆj}) = T (pˆ) +
Wv(qˆ)

1 + ǫ√
M
M∑
j
cosφj

 δt + M∑
j=1
ωjJˆj , (4)
where δt =
∑∞
m=−∞ δ(t−m). One can easily check that
by Maryland transform the eigenvalue problem of the
3quantum map system interacting with M -color modes
can be transformed into d(= M + 1)-dimensional lattice
problem with disorder. Let us consider an eigenvalue
equation
e−iAˆe−iBˆe−iCˆ |u〉 = e−iγ |u〉, (5)
where 

Aˆ = (Wv(qˆ) +
∑M
j ωiJˆj)/~,
Bˆ = v(qˆ) ǫW√
M
∑M
j cosφj/~,
Cˆ = 2 cos(pˆ/~)/~
(6)
for the time-evolution operator. γ and |u〉 are the quasi-
eigenvalue and quasi-eigenstate. Here, if the eigenstate
representation of Jˆj is used, Jˆj |mj〉 = mj~|mj〉(mj ∈ Z),
we can obtain the following (M + 1)−dimensional tight-
binding expression by the Maryland transform [9]:
D(n, {mj})u(n, {mj}) +∑
n′,{m′j}
〈n, {mj}|tˆAM |n′, {m
′
j}〉u(n′, {m
′
j}) = 0, (7)
where {mj} = (m1, ....,mM ). Here the diagonal term is
D(n, {mj}) = tan
[
Wvn + ~
∑M
j mjωj
2~
− γ
2
]
, (8)
and the tˆAM of the off-diagonal term is
tˆAM = i
e
−i ǫW√
M
v(qˆ)(
∑M
j cosφj)/~ − ei2 cos(pˆ/~)/~
e
−i ǫW√
M
v(qˆ)(
∑
M
j cosφj)/~ + ei2 cos(pˆ/~)/~
. (9)
It follows that the (M + 1)−dimensional tight-binding
models of the AM have singularity of the on-site en-
ergy caused by tangent function and long-range hopping
caused by the kick δt.
If the off-diagonal term does not change qualitatively,
there exists W ∗ = 2π~ ≃ 0.78 where the effect of the
the fluctuation width of the diagonal term is saturated
for the change of the disorder strength W . It can be
seen that for W > W ∗ the diagonal fluctuation width
is saturated, and the effect of the W is effective only
for hopping term in the form of ǫW . Therefore, it is
suggested that for W > W ∗ the phenomenon related to
the transition phenomenon can be scaled in the form of
ǫW .
III. LOCALIZATION PROPERTIES IN THE
POLYCHROMATICALLY PERTURBED
ANDERSON MAP
We use an initial quantum state < n|Ψ(t = 0) >=
δn,N/2 and monitor the spread of the wave packet by the
mean square displacement (MSD),
m2(t) =< Ψ(t)|(nˆ−N/2)2|Ψ(t) > . (10)
In the unperturbed cases (ǫ = 0), it is known that the AM
shows the localization in the real lattice space and the lo-
calization can be retained even when the monochromatic
perturbation mode is added (ǫ 6= 0, M = 1). We have
reported that in the monochromatically perturbed case
(M = 1) the W−2-dependence of the localization length
(LL) is stably maintained even for ǫ 6= 0 and W < W ∗,
but the LL increases with increase of W for W > W ∗
at least in the weak perturbation limit ǫ << 1. In the
case with M ≥ 2, the LDT occurs by increasing ǫ and
W . However, the localization characteristics in the poly-
chromatically perturbed AM with small ǫ(< ǫc) have not
been investigated yet. The purpose of this section is to
show this.
A. Localization length
We compute the LL of the dynamical localization,
ξ =
√
m2(∞) for the polychromatically perturbed cases,
after numerically calculating the MSD for long-time,
where m2(∞) is numerically saturated MSD. Figure 2
shows time-dependence of the MSD for different values
of the perturbation strength ǫ and the disorder strength
W when M = 2, 3. It can be seen that the LL increases
as ǫ increases when the W is fixed, and the LL for the
cases when the ǫ is fixed behaves somewhat complicated
because of the existence of the W ∗.
The W−dependence of the LL is over-plotted in
Fig.3(a) for M = 2 and M = 3. We devid the
W−dependence into two regions, i.e., W < W ∗ and
W > W ∗, to clarify their characteristics. It follows that
for W ≤W ∗, the LL shows W−2−decays like the case of
M = 1, and it increases with respect to W in the egion
W > W ∗.
Figure 3(b) shows the result of the ǫ−dependence in
the the perturbed AM(M = 1, 2, 3) for W = 1.0(> W ∗).
It is obvious that the LL grows exponentially as the per-
turbation strength ǫ increases in the all cases, i.e.,
ξ ∼ ecǫ, (11)
where c is a growth rate. Furthermore, as shown in
Fig.4(a),(c), the exponential growth of the LL ξ(ǫ) is also
confirmed by changing the disorder strength W . Figures
4(b) and (d) shows the plots of the (a) and (c) on the hor-
izontal axis scaled as ǫ → ǫW , respectively. We can see
that it stands very well in one straight curve. As a result,
regardless of the number of color modes M the parame-
ter dependence of the localization length for W > W ∗ is
represented as
ξ ∼ ec1ǫW . (12)
This form is also the same as in the monochromatically
perturbed AM. It follows that the LL for W < W ∗ be-
haves ξ ∼ ec0ǫ with W−independent coefficient c0 as
shown in Fig.4(c).
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The plots ofm2(t) as a function of time
for different values of the ǫ and W in the polychromatically
perturbed AM. (a)M = 2, W = 1.0, (b)M = 3, W = 1.0,
(c)M = 2, ǫ = 0.01 and (d)M = 3, ǫ = 0.01. Note that the
horizontal axes are in the logarithmic scale.
Therefore, if ǫ << 1, the ǫ−dependence of the LL ξ(ǫ)
of the polychromatically perturbed cases also increases
exponentially as:
ξ(ǫ,W ) ≃
{
cW−2exp{c0ǫ} (W < W ∗)
ξ∗0exp{c1Wǫ} (W > W ∗), (13)
where the c0 and c1 are coefficients that increase withM .
Note that for the larger ǫ, the LL ξ(ǫ) seems to increase
more strongly than the exponential function in the cases
of M ≥ 2 in Fig.3(b). This is a sign that leads to diver-
gence at the critical point ǫc of the LDT. See appendix
A for the more details.
B. Scaling of the dynamical localization
In this section, we recheck one-parameter scaling for
the transient process to the localization. For the W <
W ∗ region and W > W ∗ region, the different scaling
property is shown.
Time-dependence of the MSD shows ballistic growth
m2 ∼ t2 at the initial stage of the time-evolution for
W < W ∗, and it localizesm2 ∼ t0 as t→∞. Indeed, the
ballistic spread of the wave packet has been observed for
the short-time behavior of m2(t), as shown in Fig.6(a).
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a)Localization length of the polychro-
matically perturbed AM as a function of disorder strength W
for various values of M and ǫ. The unperturbed case (ǫ = 0)
and monochromatically perturbed case (ǫ = 0.01) are also
plotted by the dotted line with circles and filled circles, re-
spectively. Note that the axes are in the logarithmic scale.
(b)Localization length of some perturbed AM (M = 1, 2, 3)
as a function of ǫ with W = 1.0.
We use the following scaled MSD as the scaling function:
Λ(t) ≡ m2(t)
t2
= F
(
t
ξ
)
. (14)
In this case, the fact that the localization process is scaled
by the one-parameter ξ in the entire time region means
the following asymptotic form of the scaling function
F (x):
F (x) ∼
{
const x→ 0
1
x2 x→∞.
(15)
This type of the scaling analysis has been performed to
investigate LDT phenomena at the critical point for poly-
chromatically perturbed disordered systems [? ]. The
establishment of one-parameter scaling means that the
asymptotic shape is smoothly connected by a single curve
if the localization length is used even in the case of various
parameters. Figure 5(a) shows the typical result of the
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a)Localization length ξ of the dicchro-
matically perturbed AM (M = 2) as a function of perturba-
tion strength ǫ for the relatively large W . (b)Plot of ξ as a
function of ǫW for the panel (a). (c)Localization length ξ of
the dicchromatically perturbed AM (M = 3) as a function of
perturbation strength ǫ. (d)Plot of ξ as a function of ǫW for
the panel (c). Note that the all the vertical axes are in the
logarithmic scale.
localization phenomenon in (time-continuous) Anderson
model by scaling the time with the localization length for
various disorder strengthW determined by the numerical
data of MSD. It follows that the Λ(t) roughly overlaps
from the ballistic to the localized region. The horizontal
axis x = t/ξ → ∞ shows a decrease of the slope −2.
These result suggests that the localization process from
m2 ∼ t2 to m2 ∼ t0 is scaled by one-parameter when the
localization occurs in the system.
Let examine the scaling for the perturbed AM. Figure
5(b) and (c) show the result of applying the same scaling
to the cases with M = 1 and M = 2 with small ǫ. The
localized states are obtained by changing variousW s, and
Λ as a function of t/ξ are displayed. Since the x→∞ side
is localized, it is obvious that it is asymptotic to Λs(x) ∼
x−2. Actually, the data with varying W are also plotted,
but the scaling is not bad. However, if you look closely,
it follows that the scaling works well for the cases for
W < W ∗, but we can see the shift to the different curves
for W > W ∗ in the transient region to the localization.
(The inset in the Fig.5(c) is an enlarged view.) In other
words, this is an existence effect of W ∗, and when W is
increased along the line L2 in Fig.1, these features occur
at the point P0 denoted by the white circles. In addition,
as shown in the Fig.5(d), it can be seen that even for
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Scaled MSD Λ(t) as a function of
the scaled time t/ξ(W, ǫ), where ξ(W, ǫ) are determined by
MSD for several parameter sets (M,W, ǫ). (a)Unperturbed
time-continuous Anderson model (ǫ = 0) with several values
of the W . (b)Monochromatically perturbed cases (M = 1,
ǫ = 0.03) with several values of the W . (c)Dichromatically
perturbed cases (M = 2, ǫ = 0.03) with several values of
the W . (d)Perturbed cases (M = 0, 1, 2, 3) of the case with
W = 0.4 and ǫ = 0.01. Note that all axes are in logarithmic
scale.
different M the similar scaling curves are obtained for
the region W < W ∗.
IV. LOCALIZATION-DELOCALIZATION
TRANSITION IN THE POLYCHROMATICALLY
PERTURBED AM
In the previous paper [9], we analyzed in detail LDT
caused with increasing ǫ for a fixed W along Line L1 in
Fig.1. In this section, we confirm the LDT by changing
the disorder strength W for the fixed ǫ along the L2 or
L3 in the Fig.1.
A. subdiffusion of LDT
We can numerically determine the critical value ǫc
and/or Wc of the LDT so that the MSD becomes subd-
iffusion,
m2 ∼ tα(0 < α < 1). (16)
6It is known from numerical calculation that the diffusion
index α is determined by the number of colors M as,
α ≃ 2
M + 1
, (17)
regardless of the LDT produced by changing ǫ or by
changing W . This is consistent with the prediction due
to the one-parameter scaling (OPS).
Figures 6(a) and (b) show the m2(t) divided into two
regions, W < W ∗ and W > W ∗, respectively, in the dic-
chromatically perturbed AM with ǫ = 0.05. This case
corresponds to L3 in the Fig. 1. In the case of W < W
∗,
the MSD increases as the W decreases, but the shape of
the curve is the same and no transition to the delocaliza-
tion is seen. On the other hand, in the case of W > W ∗,
the LDT occurs around Wc ≃ 0.9 and the MSD shows
subdiffusive behavior m2 ∼ t2/3 at the critical point. It
may seem strange that the localized quantum state delo-
calizes as the disorder width W grows, but this is one of
the features of the perturbed AM with the characteristic
valueW ∗(< Wc). Of course, it can be seen that when the
W is made larger (W >> Wc), the wavepacket spreads
closer to the normal diffusion. We can also see how the
growth of MSD changes with the value of W . In the re-
gion W < W ∗, the ballistic increase is remarkable at the
very short-time stage (t < 10), but in the W > W ∗, after
the ballistic growth of the short time (t < 10), it shows
the diffusive spread after the time domain.
In Fig.7(a), in order to see the transition phenomenon
along the L3 in the case of ǫ = 0.05 in which Wc is larger
than W ∗ (Wc > W ∗), the time-dependence of scaled
MSD, Λ(t,W ) = m2(t)
t2/3
is plotted for various W s. When
W is increased the curve moves from top to bottom and
rises again (denoted by green → red → blue) toward the
LDT. In the region W < W ∗, even if the W is increased,
the MSD decreases, but there is no transition yet, and
when W further increases from the W ≃W ∗ at the bot-
tom, the LDT occurs at Wc. We can see the trumpet-
shaped change of the scaling function Λ(t) around the
critical region W ≃Wc. It should be noted that the two
types of the decreasing curve (denoted by green and red
lines, respectively) are different in the shape (quality).
Accordingly, it follows that they cannot be overlapped in
the one-parameter scaling analysis.
On the other hand, Fig.7(b) showsm2(t) along the line
L2 in the perturbed AM with ǫ = 0.065 with increasing
W in the case of Wc < W
∗. The LDT occurs after the
MSD decreases with the increase of W , but there is al-
most no trumpet-shaped lower critical region.
B. Scaling analysis of the LDT
Similar to the case of the LDT with increasing ǫ in the
previous paper, here the critical exponent of the local-
ization length can be determined by performing finite-
time scaling analysis in the critical region of the LDT
with changing W . This corresponds to the finite-size
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The double-logarithmic plots of m2(t)
as a function of t for M = 2 with ǫ = 0.05 including the short
time region. (a)W < W ∗, (b)W > W ∗.
scaling analysis for Anderson transition in the higher-
dimensional random system [13–16].
Figure 8 displays the results of the finite-time scal-
ing analysis for dicchromatically perturbed AM (M = 2)
with ǫ = 0.05 corresponding to Fig.6. We choose the
following quantity as a scaling variable
Λs(W, t) = log
[
m2(t)
tα
]
. (18)
For W > Wc, the Λs(t) increases and the wave packet
delocalizes with time. On the contrary, for W < Wc,
Λs(t) decreases with time and the wave packet turns to
the localization. In the vicinity of the LDT, for Λs(t),
OPST is assumed with localization length ξs(W ) as the
parameter. Then, Λs(W, t) can be expressed as,
Λs(W, t) = F (x), (19)
where
x = |Wc −W |tα/2ν . (20)
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FIG. 7: (Color online) The double-logarithmic plots of scaled
Λ(W, t) = m2(t)/t
2/3 as a function of time in the dicchromat-
ically perturbed AM (M = 2). (a)The case with ǫ = 0.05
for different values of the disorder strength W along the L3
in the Fig.1, where the critical case Wc ≃ 0.9 is shown in
by thick black line. (b)The case with ǫ = 0.065, where the
critical case Wc ≃ 0.7 is shown in by thick black line. The
trumpet-shaped behavior of the Λ(W, t) can be observed in
the panel (a) because W ∗ < Wc.
F (x) is a differentiable scaling function and the α is the
diffusion index. Figure 8(b) shows the plot of Λs(t) as
a function of W at several times t, and it can be seen
that this intersects at the critical point Wc. In addition,
Fig.8(c) shows the plot of
s(t) =
Λs(W, t)− Λs(Wc, t)
|Wc −W | (21)
∝ tα/2ν . (22)
as a function of t, and the critical exponent ν = 1.48 of
the LDT is determined by best fitting this slope which
is similar result obtained in previous paper for the LDT
[9].
In Fig.8(a), we plot Λs as a function of x = t
α/2/ξs(W )
for different values of W by using the obtained the crit-
ical exponent ν. It is well scaled and demonstrates the
validity of the OPS. The upper and lower curves repre-
sent the delocalized and localized branches of the scaling
function, respectively. The establishment of OPS shows
the equivalence of the time change and the parameter
change in the m2(t, ǫ,W ).
Around the critical point of the LDT, the localization
length ξs is supposed to diverge as
ξs ≃ ξ0|Wc −W |−ν (23)
at W = Wc. (ξs depends on the number of modes M ,
but the subscript M is omitted.)
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FIG. 8: (Color online) The results of the critical scaling
analysis for dicchromatically perturbed AM (M = 2) with
ǫ = 0.05. (a)The scaled MSD Λs(W, t) with α = 0.65 as a
function of x = ξ0|Wc − W |
−νtα/2ν for some values of W .
(b)The same scaled MSD Λs(W, t) as a function of W for
some some pick up time. The crossing point is Wc ≃ 0.9.
(c)s(t) = log(Λ(W, t)/Λ(Wc, t))/(Wc − W ) as a function of
t. The critical exponent ν ≃ 1.48 is determined by a scaling
relation Eq.(22) by the least-square fit for data in (c).
V. DELOCALIZED STATES AND NORMAL
DIFFUSION
In this section, we evaluate how the delocalized states
spread due to the changes in W and ǫ(> ǫc). Is this
true that if ǫ > ǫc the delocalized states asymptotically
approach the normal diffusion as t→∞? Little is known
about the models of quantum systems in which normal
diffusion occurs without any stochastic fluctuation [17].
8A. Delocalized states
Figure 9 shows the long-time behavior of the MSD for
ǫ > ǫc in the polychromatically perturbed AM (M =
4, 6). It seems that regardless of M the MSD approaches
to the normal diffusion as m2 ∼ t1 when ǫ is large. It can
be expected that the normal diffusion occurs in a longer
time even if ǫ is relatively small if ǫ > ǫc because the
scaling curve for various ǫs neatly fit on one curve. The
inset is an enlarged view in a short-time domain (t <
102(≡ t0) ) before the perturbation starts to work. Here,
it can be seen that since W = 2(> W ∗) the perturbation
works after passing through the diffusive time domain
(t < t0).
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FIG. 9: (Color online) The double-logarithmic plots of m2(t)
as a function of t for different values of ǫ in the polychromat-
ically perturbed AM with W = 2 including the detail short
time region. (a)M = 4 and (b)M = 6. The insets are the
enlarged view of the short-time region t < 103.
B. W−dependence of the diffusion coefficient
As shown in the Fig.6, it can be expected that m2(t)
asymptotically approaches to the normal diffusion as the
W (> Wc) increases for the fixed ǫ. Indeed, Fig.10 shows
the time-dependence of the MSD by changing W in the
case of the polychromatically perturbed AM with ǫ =
0.2(>> ǫc). As shown in the Fig.10(a), them2(t) behaves
the normal diffusion,
m2(t) ≃ Dt, (24)
forM = 2, where D is the diffusion coefficient. As shown
in the Fig.10(b), similar results are confirmed even for the
case of M = 6. Figure 11 shows the W−dependence of
the diffusion coefficient numerically estimated. Regard-
less of the number of colors M , in the region W << W ∗
it behaves
D ∝ 1
W 2
. (25)
However, when the W increases, it does not decrease
monotonously, but it shows the minimum of D around
W ∗ and gradually increases towards the constant value
and it becomes
D ∼ const. (26)
for W >> W ∗. This behavior can be inferred from the
Maryland transform as follows. For W ≃ W ∗, the effect
of the randomness of the diagonal term saturates, and the
range of the random hopping term still increases even for
W > W ∗ when the ǫ = 0.2. This tendency does not
depend on the number of colors M after the LDT.
The above behavior of the diffusion coefficient for the
weak disorder region (W < W ∗) can be explained from
the W−dependence of the localization length in the lo-
calized side. First, theW−dependence of the localization
length is assumed to be ξ(W ) ∝ 1/W 2 for W << 1. As
seen in the Table 1, for ǫ > ǫc, the MSD changes from the
ballistic motion to the diffusion as the time elapses. If
the duration (characteristic time) of this ballistic motion
is τ , it can be estimated as
τ ≃ ξ(W )
2π
. (27)
This is equivalent to considering the time evolution of the
wave packet in Brownian motion, assuming that memory
is lost at τ , for the weak disorder region (W < W ∗). By
using the characteristic time τ , the time-dependence of
m2(t) is expressed as
m2(t) ∼ ξ2 t
τ
, (28)
if we consider ξ spreads every time τ = ξ/2π. Then if
the ǫ is fixed, the diffusion coefficient becomes
D = lim
t→∞
m2(t)
t
=
ξ2
τ
(29)
∼ 1
W 2
. (30)
As a result, theW−dependence of the localization length
propagates to that of the diffusion coefficient.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) The plots of m2(t) as a function of t
for different values of W in the polychromatically perturbed
AM with ǫ = 0.2. (a)M = 2 and (b)M = 6. Note that the
axes are in the real scale. The inset of the panel (a) is in
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C. ǫ−dependence of the diffusion coefficient
Next, let’s examine the ǫ−dependence of the diffusion
coefficient of the delocalized states. The ǫ−dependence
at ǫ > ǫc for M = 2, 3, fixed at W = 1, is shown in
Fig.12. It can be seen that the diffusion coefficient of the
delocalized state increases gradually with increasing ǫ,
and saturates beyond ǫ ≃ 1. This tendency also does not
depend on the number of colors if the LDT occurs when
M ≥ 2. What does this value ǫ ≃ 1 mean? Its meaning
can be understood by replacing the time-dependent part
f(t) of the potential with
g(t) =
[
ǫ√
M
M∑
i
cos(ωit+ θi)
]
. (31)
This case can be called a ballistic model because there is
no localization in the unperturbed case (ǫ = 0). Actually,
the ǫ−dependence of the diffusion coefficient in the ballis-
tic model is also plotted in the Fig.12. It shows D ∝ ǫ−2
for ǫ < 1 and it gradually decreases towards a certain
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FIG. 11: (Color online) The diffusion coefficient D of the
quantum diffusion as a function ofW in the polychromatically
perturbed AM with ǫ = 0.2 ofM = 2, 3, 6. Note that the axes
are in the logarithmic scale. D ∝ W−2 and W ∗ = 0.78 are
shown by black line and black dotted lines, respectively, for
reference.
value when the perturbation strength ǫ increases. This is
a reasonable result because the effect of the presence of
”1” that gives localization at the case of f(t) relatively
weakens, and the time-varying term becomes more dom-
inant. As a result, for ǫ >> 1 it can be seen that the
value of the diffusion coefficient in AM is asymptotic to
that in the ballistic model.
See appendix B for the details of the W−dependence
of the normal diffusion in the ballistic model.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We investigated the localization-delocalization transi-
tion (LDT) of the AM (Anderson map) which are dy-
namically perturbed by polychromatically periodic oscil-
lations for the initially localized quantum wave packet.
TheW−dependence and ǫ−dependence of the localiza-
tion length (LL) in the completely localized region have
characteristics similar to those of the monochromatically
perturbed AM. Since the characteristic value W ∗ exists,
the MSD shows a peculiar change with respect to the
change of W , but the critical behavior of the LDT for
changing W is similar to that in the LDT for changing
ǫ around the critical point. In the region W ∗ < Wc, the
shape of the scaling function changes, but the localiza-
tion remains the same at W = W ∗ when W increases,
and the increasing W causes the LDT at a certain value
W =Wc.
We also studied the delocalized states for ǫ > ǫc. The
W−dependence of the diffusion coefficient of the delocal-
ized states decreases in a form D ∝ W−2 for the region
W < W ∗. The D gradually increases towards D ≃ const
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FIG. 12: (Color online) The diffusion coefficient D of the
quantum diffusion as a function of ǫ in the polychromatically
perturbed AM with W = 1 of M = 2, 3. The corresponding
results for the ballistic model are also provided. Note that
the axes are in the logarithmic scale. D ∝ ǫ−2 and ǫ = 1 are
shown by black line and black dotted lines, respectively, for
reference.
for W >> W ∗ after it becomes minimum diffusion coef-
ficient around W ≃W ∗.
Roughly speaking, since the time-continuous system
corresponds to W ∗ → ∞ in the AM, it is expected that
there is no LDT along the line L2 and L3 in Fig.1, only
LDT corresponding to the region W < W ∗ along L1 will
be observed in the time-continuous Anderson model with
the time-quasiperiodic perturbation [18–20].
Appendix A: Critical phenomena of LDT and the
localization length
In this appendix we consider the relation of the lo-
calization length ξ(ǫ) obtained by direct calculation for
ǫ << ǫc and the LL by finite-time scaling analysis around
ǫ ≃ ǫc in the polychromatically perturbed AM W = 0.5.
We consider the LDT along the line L1 but the same
argument holds qualitatively for cases with the other pa-
rameters. The localization length ξ
(M)
s (ǫ) obtained indi-
rectly from the critical scaling analysis around the critical
value ǫ
(M)
c is expressed,
ξ(M)s (ǫ) = ξ
(M)
0 |ǫ(M)c − ǫ|−ν
(M)
, (A1)
where ξ
(M)
s , ǫ
(M)
c and ν(M) are the the localization length
, critical strength and the critical exponent of the LDT,
respectively. A
(M)
0 (W ) = ξ0(ǫ
(M)
c )ν can be determined
by the LL of the unperturbed case ξ0 = ξ(ǫ = 0). The
order of the localization length for the different M satis-
fies
ξ(2)s (ǫ) < ξ
(3)
s (ǫ) < ξ
(4)
s (ǫ)... (A2)
In addition, the following relations of the critical strength
and critical exponent holeds,
ǫ(2)c > ǫ
(3)
c > ǫ
(4)
c > ...., (A3)
ν(2) > ν(3) > ν(4) > ..... (A4)
It are established from the results and theory of the finite-
time scaling analysis. In other words, considering the
M−dependence of this transition, the critical value ǫc
becomes smaller and the critical exponent ν also becomes
smaller as the number of modes M increases, and the
divergence of the LL around the critical value becomes
mild as the M increaes.
In Fig.13, we compare the localization length ξ
(M)
s (ǫ)
decided indirectly by OPST in the critical region ǫ ≃ ǫc
with ξ(M)(ǫ) decided directly by the saturated MSD data
which are precisely calculated for ǫ’s much less than the
critical region. The ǫ−dependence of these two localiza-
tion lengths, ξ
(M)
s (ǫ), ξ(M)(ǫ), seem to connect continu-
ously, which implies unexpected wideness of the critical
region in which the OPST works [21].
On the other hands, as seen in main text, even ifM = 2
and M = 3, the localization length increases exponen-
tially as ǫ increases at least for ǫ << ǫc, according to the
Eq.(13). Furthermore, it seems that when ǫ increases, the
localization length increases with increasing of the ǫmore
strongly than the exponential growth. This is natural be-
cause ǫ grows closer to ǫc and leads to the divergence of
the localization length at ǫ = ǫcT.
Appendix B: Diffusive characteristics of Ballistic
model
Here we consider a model without the localization by
replacing the time-dependent part f(t) of Eq.(3) with
g(t) of Eq.(31). The system describes the free parti-
cle scattered by the quasiperiodically oscillating irregular
potential. This model is also interesting as it is con-
nected with the problem of a ballistic electrons scattered
by dynamical impurities. We refer to this model as the
ballistic model in this paper. The AM with the time-
dependent part f(t) approaches to the ballistic model in
a limit ǫ→∞, and the system has completely parameter
dependence in the form of ǫW .
In the ballistic model, a simple interpretation by Mary-
land transform is possible. The diagonal term is a con-
stant value that does not depend on the site. If W = 0
(equivalent to M = 0), the hopping terms are also con-
stant, and the Hamitonian describes the tight-binding
system with periodic potential. Accordingly, the dynam-
ics of the unperturbed case exhibits the ballistic spread
instead of the localization such as,
m2(t) ∼ t2. (B1)
Such a ballistic motion is suppressed and changes into
other kind of motion by introducing the dynamically os-
cillating part (W 6= 0, ǫ 6= 0).
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FIG. 13: (Color online) (a)The localization length ξ(ǫ),
ξs(ǫ)as a function of ǫ for perturbed AM (M = 1, 2, 3, 4) with
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Figure 14 shows the time-dependence of the MSD
with changing ǫ and M as the perturbation is applied.
As shown in the Fig.14 (a), the MSD changes from
m2(t) ∼ t2 to m2(t) ∼ t1 when the perturbation tern
on. Similarly, as shown in the Fig.14(b), there is no sub-
diffusion even in the cases of M = 1 ∼ 5, and it behaves
normal diffusion, m2(t) ≃ Dt for t >> 1, where D is the
diffusion coefficient.
The (ǫW )−dependence of the diffusion coefficient D
is shown in the Fig.15. It can be seen that when the
parameter ǫW becomes larger than (ǫW )∗ = 0.78 , the
D gradually approaches a certain value. It follows that
even in the monochromatically perturbed AM, there is no
localization and normal diffusion is achieved. These phe-
nomena can also be interpreted based on the Maryland
transform. For ǫW > 0, it becomes diffusive by the hop-
ping term including the disorder. When the W farther
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FIG. 14: (Color online) The double-logarithmic plots ofm2(t)
as a function of t for different values of ǫ in the polychromati-
cally perturbed ballistic modelW = 1. (a)M = 2 with various
values of ǫs, and (b)M = 1 ∼ 5 with ǫ = 0.8. Black dotted
lines show m2(t) ∝ t
2 and m2(t) ∝ t
1 for reference.
increases, the diffusion is suppressed due to the disorder
and the diffusion coefficient is reduced. Even if W is fur-
ther increased, the disorder effect seems to be saturated
because the off-diagonal term is also tangent-type.
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FIG. 15: (Color online) The diffusion coefficient D of the
quantum diffusion as a function of ǫW in the polychromati-
cally perturbed ballistic model (M = 1 ∼ 5). Note that the
axes are in the logarithmic scale. (ǫW )∗ = 0.78 is shown by
black dotted lines for reference.
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